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Biological situations involving conflict can create arms race situations with repeated fixations 22 
of different functional variants, producing selective sweeps and lowering neutral diversity in 23 
genome regions linked to the functional locus. However, they can sometimes lead 24 
to balancing selection, potentially creating long coalescent times for sites with functionally 25 
different variants, and, if recombination occurs rarely, for extended haplotypes carrying such 26 
variants. We tested between these possibilities in a gynodioecious plant, Plantago 27 
lanceolata, in which cytoplasmic male-sterility factors conflict with nuclear restorers of male 28 
fertility. We find low mitochondrial diversity, which does not support very long-term 29 
coexistence of highly diverged mitochondrial haplotypes. Interestingly, however, we found a 30 
derived haplotype that is associated with male fertility in a restricted geographic region, and 31 
that has fixed differences from the ancestral sequence in several genes, suggesting that it 32 
did not arise very recently. Taken together, the results suggest arms race events that 33 
involved “soft" selective sweeps involving a moderately old-established haplotype, 34 
consistent with the frequency fluctuations predicted by theoretical models of gynodioecy.   35 
 3 
Introduction 36 
Gynodioecious populations of plants exemplify a form of intra-genomic conflict. When 37 
the organelle genomes are maternally transmitted through the egg cytoplasm in 38 
hermaphrodite populations, a cytoplasmic genetic factor causing loss of male functions (a 39 
cytoplasmic male-sterility mutation or CMS factor) is favoured by selection if it increases 40 
female reproductive fitness (Dufay & Billard, 2012; Lewis, 1941; McCauley & Olson, 2008). As 41 
females spread in the population, and hermaphrodite individuals become increasingly rare, 42 
the supply of pollen will eventually limit females’ seed production and can result in a 43 
balanced polymorphism for the CMS factor, if the population is self-compatible. If the 44 
hermaphrodites are self-incompatible, the pollen supply limits the seed production of 45 
hermaphrodites and females equally (Baker, 1963), and a CMS polymorphism cannot be 46 
maintained by this simple frequency dependence. Nevertheless, self-incompatible 47 
gynodioecious plant species are known (Baker, 1963; Ross, 1973), including Plantago 48 
lanceolata, which has females in most natural populations that have been surveyed, across a 49 
wide geographic range (Bartlett, 1911), with genetic control involving multiple polymorphic 50 
CMS factors (Van Damme, 1983; Van Damme & VanDelden, 1982). CMS polymorphisms can 51 
be maintained in these gynodioecious populations if they are also polymorphic for nuclear 52 
restorer alleles (Van Damme, 1986), producing joint polymorphisms under defined 53 
conditions, as reviewed by (Jacobs & Wade, 2003; Lahiani, Touzet, Billard, & Dufaÿ, 2015).i 54 
Situations with joint cytoplasmic and nuclear control of male sterility produce allele 55 
frequency dynamics very similar to those for host-pathogen systems (Tellier & Brown, 2007), 56 
another situation involving conflict. Both cases have two possible outcomes, successive 57 
fixations of functionally different alleles in the two players (often called “arms races”) or 58 
maintenance of polymorphism in both players (sometimes called “trench warfare”). In male-59 
sterility systems with CMS and nuclear restorer alleles, single-population models show that 60 
successive fixation of new CMS factors may occur as nuclear restorers of male fertility arise 61 
(Frank, 1989). Alternatively, if the nuclear restorer alleles cause a fitness disadvantage, 62 
variability may be maintained for both factors, which may undergo long-term cyclical 63 
frequency changes (Couvet, Ronce, & Gliddon, 1998; Gouyon, Vichot, & Van Damme, 1991), 64 
or reach a point equilibrium frequency after damped cyclical changes that may last for 65 
prolonged time periods (Charlesworth, 1981; Delannay, Gouyon, & Valdeyron, 1981).  66 
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In a metapopulation, however, if females have a higher seed output than 67 
hermaphrodites, they found most new colonies. Couvet et al. (1998) studied a model of a 68 
self-incompatible species like the P. lanceolata populations studied here. With two CMS 69 
factors and dominant specific restorer alleles at two nuclear loci, joint polymorphism for 70 
nuclear and CMS factors could result, yielding low female frequencies, like those in 71 
gynodioecious P. lanceolata populations, provided that the population did not go extinct or 72 
lose the gender variation. Frequent deme extinctions, however, caused loss of the nuclear 73 
polymorphism, resulting in pure CMS. A metapopulation with a single CMS/non-sterility 74 
factor and a single nuclear restorer locus can also maintain a cytonuclear polymorphism 75 
under conditions where this would not occur in a single population. However, cytoplasmic 76 
polymorphism was never maintained within sub-populations, and was sometimes lost 77 
throughout the metapopulation, resulting in purely nuclear control of femaleness (Dufay & 78 
Pannell, 2010). Importantly, if the presence of females is due to metapopulation dynamics, 79 
bottlenecks must occur frequently, predicting that mitochondrial and nuclear sequence 80 
diversity should both be low.  81 
Despite this large body of modelling generating empirically testable predictions, it is 82 
still unclear whether CMS factors are maintained as polymorphisms for functionally different 83 
alleles within gynodioecious populations by long-term balancing selection, or predominantly 84 
experience arms races. These different outcomes should be empirically distinguishable by 85 
analyses of sequences of the genes involved, and closely linked genome regions. Observing 86 
the footprint of a selective sweep would imply a recent spread of a cytoplasmic genotype 87 
throughout the population; a similar footprint would be expected after either spread of an 88 
advantageous haplotype in an arms race event, or loss of cytoplasmic polymorphism in a 89 
metapopulation, as in  Dufay & Pannell’s (2010) model. Such events can therefore be 90 
detected from low sequence diversity (reviewed in Tellier, Moreno-Gámez, & Stephan, 91 
2014), in a genome region, whose size will depend on the recombination frequency in the 92 
region (Kim & Stephan, 2002). In contrast, long-term balancing selection can lead to 93 
functionally different alleles being associated with neutral variants, forming extended 94 
haplotypes that may sometimes be shared between closely related species (trans-specific 95 
polymorphisms). This requires the maintenance of different alleles for long enough for new 96 
neutral mutations to arise, and recombination infrequent enough to allow them to remain 97 
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associated with different selected alleles (Charlesworth, 2006). Trench warfare situations 98 
may often not persist for long enough, or recombination may occur too often, to produce a 99 
footprint of balancing selection (Tellier et al., 2014). Moreover, like host-pathogen systems 100 
(Tellier & Brown, 2007), CMS systems may undergo cyclical allele frequency changes (see 101 
above). If very high or low frequencies occur in finite populations, the functional 102 
polymorphism can be lost and the commoner allele fixed, making the situation resemble an 103 
arms race (Tellier et al., 2014).  104 
Sequence-based tests between arms races and long-term maintenance of 105 
mitochondrial diversity have been attempted in various gynodioecious species, assuming 106 
that CMS factors are located in the mitochondrial genome, as in the crop plants so far 107 
studied (Chase, 2007; Hanson & Bentolila, 2004), and in S. vulgaris, based on genetic 108 
analyses (Charlesworth & Laporte, 1998). Overall, the tests, in the genus Silene do not 109 
conclusively support either long-term balancing selection or arms races (Supplementary 110 
Table 1). Some studies did not estimate divergence from outgroup species, so high mutation 111 
rates could not be excluded. Furthermore, organelle genomes also show greater subdivision 112 
than nuclear genes, and thus increased intraspecific diversity (Wakeley, 1999), and only one 113 
study has corrected for this effect, concluding that cytoplasmic diversity was no higher than 114 
expected from this effect alone (Ingvarsson, 2004). Moreover, recombination between 115 
mitochondrial genes is documented in heteroplasmic individuals of S. vulgaris, which are not 116 
extremely rare in natural populations (as reviewed by McCauley, 2013). Frequent 117 
recombination will eliminate associations between sequence variants and CMS factors 118 
maintained by balancing selection, making any form of selection undetectable, except in 119 
regions very close to the genes under selection. It is therefore important to study diversity of 120 
many mitochondrial genes, as different genes could suggest different conclusions.  121 
In Lobelia siphilitica, another gynodioecious species with nucleo-cytoplasmic 122 
inheritance (Dudle, Mutikainen, & Delph, 2001), haplotype diversity for the mitochondrial 123 
cob and cox1 genes was low, but higher than in the hermaphroditic L. cardinalis, and 124 
diversity within populations correlated positively with female frequencies (Delph & 125 
Montgomery, 2014), suggesting that mitochondrial haplotypes might be associated with 126 
male-sterility factors maintained by balancing selection. However, it is difficult to exclude 127 
the possibility that lower diversity in hermaphroditic than gynodioecious populations is due 128 
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to their having higher self-fertilization rates, since high self-fertilization rates correlate with 129 
low sequence diversity (reviewed by Charlesworth, 2003). 130 
Achieving a complete understanding of gynodioecious systems will require the 131 
frequencies of CMS and restorer alleles to be known (Olson & McCauley, 2002), which is 132 
very difficult. The genes involved in causing male sterility are still known in only a few wild 133 
species, mainly close relatives of crops (e.g. Yamamoto et al., 2008). Molecular markers in 134 
restorer genes are not available in natural gynodioecious plant populations, and frequencies 135 
of a gene known to cause male sterility have so far been estimated in only one 136 
gynodioecious plant, the Japanese radish, Raphanus sativus (Brassicaceae), whose 137 
mitochondrial orf138 gene is the Ogura radish cytotype’s CMS factor; the frequency of an 138 
orf138 variant correlates with the frequency of females in natural R. sativus populations 139 
(Murayama, Yahara, & Terachi, 2004). In the wild relative of sugar beet, Beta vulgaris ssp. 140 
maritima, at least four of 20 mitochondrial restriction fragment length “cytotypes” were 141 
found in male-sterile plants, and are associated, though not completely, with specific CMS 142 
types (Cuguen et al., 1994; Dufay, Cuguen, Arnaud, & Touzet, 2009). In sugar beet, orf129 is 143 
responsible for male-sterility in two sterilizing cytoplasms in wild beet from Pakistan 144 
(Yamamoto et al., 2008), but its frequency has not been estimated. Frequencies of three 145 
“CMS-related cytotypes” have been studied in wild beet populations from the coasts of 146 
Normandy (France) and nearby islands (Dufay et al., 2009), but beet mitochondrial 147 
sequences have not been analysed to test for balancing selection.  148 
Here, we used P. lanceolata, a widespread gynodioecious species free from some 149 
complications that make it difficult to understand the maintenance of females. First, self-150 
incompatibility ensures that populations do not differ in their selfing rates. This species has 151 
nucleo-cytoplasmic genetic control of male-sterility (see above). The model studied by 152 
Couvet et al. (1998) should thus apply. Second, the relative female reproductive fitnesses of 153 
females and hermaphrodites should not depend on pollinator service, as the species is wind 154 
pollinated. Gynodioecy appears to be old-established in the genus Plantago, and female 155 
plants are found in 90% of northern European species (e.g. Van Damme, Hundscheid, 156 
Ivanovic, & Koelewijn, 2004; Van Damme, 1982), from several subgenera (Rønsted, Chase, 157 
Albach, & Bello, 2002).  158 
The present study tests for an excess of mitochondrial sequence diversity within P. 159 
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lanceolata, using the HKA test (Hudson, Kreitman, & Aguadé, 1987) with an outgroup 160 
species to allow for potential different nuclear and mitochondrial gene mutation rates. Such 161 
tests are essential when comparing nucleotide diversity estimates in nuclear and organelle 162 
genomes in the genus Plantago, because some lineages have exceptionally high synonymous 163 
site mitochondrial substitution rates, sometimes exceeding the average for angiosperm 164 
nuclear genes (D. Sloan, Oxelman, Rautenberg, & Taylor, 2009), which is generally about 10 165 
times higher than for mitochondrial genes (Drouin, Daoud, & Xia, 2008; Gaut, 1998; Wolfe, 166 
Li, & Sharp, 1987).  167 
 168 
Methods 169 
Plant species and populations studied 170 
P. lanceolata plants were sampled from 15 geographically separated European natural 171 
populations (Figure 1) whose details were published already (Table 1 of Levsen, Bergero, 172 
Charlesworth, & Wolff, 2016) ; Supplementary Figure S1 and Table S2 list the individuals, 173 
including a few not previously included. Male-sterile frequencies are low (around 5%) in 174 
most P. lanceolata populations (Van Damme & VanDelden, 1982), and rarely exceeded 30% 175 
in the populations studied here (Supplementary Figure S2). We determined the sex 176 
phenotypes of as many individuals as possible in our samples, and classified females into the 177 
three phenotypes described by van Damme (1983), MS1, 2 and 3; these are shown in 178 
Supplementary Figure 1). 179 
As outgroup species for our molecular evolutionary analyses (see below), we included 180 
P. nivalis, an hermaphroditic species from the Sierra Nevada in Spain (individuals provided 181 
by the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh), and two species placed in the same subgenus 182 
(called Albicans or Psyllium) as P. lanceolata based on  sequence divergence estimated from 183 
nuclear ITS and chloroplast trnL sequences (Rønsted et al., 2002), P. lagopus, a 184 
gynodioecious species, and a more distant outgroup, P. patagonica, a highly inbreeding 185 
hermaphroditic species (Sharma, Koul, & Koul, 1992). 186 
Figure 1 about here  187 
 188 
Genes and sequencing 189 
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Eleven nuclear genes were chosen from a P. lanceolata transcriptome generated by 454 190 
sequencing. Primers were designed for PCR and sequencing of partial sequences of 12 191 
mitochondrial genes, based on partial mitochondrial genome assemblies from Illumina 192 
paired-end reads (N. Levsen and K. Wolff, unpublished). Supplementary Table S3 gives the 193 
primer sequences and lengths of the nuclear and mitochondrial regions analysed, with the 194 
estimated divergence values from several other Plantago species as well as from Mimulus 195 
guttatus. Three mitochondrial genes, ATP4, NAD6 and SDH4 had no variants within P. 196 
lanceolata. 197 
 198 
Molecular evolutionary analyses 199 
Concatenated sequences of the mitochondrial genes were generated (a total of 7,165 200 
bp from the 9 mitochondrial genes in Supplementary Figure S1 that included at least one 201 
variant; the three genes without variants are noted in Supplementary Table S3) in order to 202 
determine the haplotypes present in the different P. lanceolata natural populations. After 203 
excluding all 16 individuals with heteroplasmy likely in any gene (Levsen et al., 2016) 204 
(Supplementary Figure S1), sub-sets of these sequences with genotypes determined for 205 
most sites (see details below) were used to analyse linkage disequilibrium (LD) between 206 
variants in different mitochondrial genes, using DnaSP, and to generate a network 207 
illustrating the relationships between the haplotypes detected (Bandelt, Forster, & Röhl, 208 
1999); the network analysis excluded some genes where individuals had missing 209 
information. 210 
Diversity (including  and  values) and divergence were estimated using DnaSP 211 
(Librado & Rozas, 2009). We used silent site divergence for nuclear genes and synonymous 212 
site divergence for the mitochondrial sequences, which were almost exclusively coding 213 
regions (Supplementary Table S3). We denote both by Ks, and the mitochondrial divergence 214 
values suggested that P. nivalis or P. lagopus are the most suitable as close outgroup for 215 
testing whether mitochondrial diversity is unexpectedly high or low (see below). 216 
To test for an excess of mitochondrial diversity within P. lanceolata, we used the 217 
maximum likelihood HKA test (MLHKA) implemented by Wright and Charlesworth (2004). 218 
We estimated nucleotide diversity values from the P. lanceolata sample for all site types, for 219 
each mitochondrial and nuclear gene sequenced, including loci with no polymorphism, and 220 
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divergence values from the outgroup species for all site types. Effective population sizes (Ne 221 
values) differ for mitochondrial and nuclear sequences because the former are haploid and, 222 
assuming strict maternal inheritance, move only by seed dispersal, while the latter are 223 
diploid, and dispersed in both seeds and pollen (Hu & Ennos, 1999; Laporte & Charlesworth, 224 
2002). Within-population diversity is consequently often lower for mitochondrial relative to 225 
nuclear sequences to an even greater extent than expected from the lower mitochondrial 226 
mutation rate that is documented in many plants (Wolfe et al., 1987), and subdivision, 227 
measured by FST, is generally high (Ingvarsson, 2004). In addition, the absence of paternal 228 
copies reduces the mitochondrial Ne value to half that for nuclear sequences in 229 
hermaphrodite populations, and it is further halved in dioecious populations if only females 230 
transmit mitochondria. However, in gynodioecious P. lanceolata maternally transmitted 231 
mitochondria can be transmitted by both hermaphrodites and females, so its mitochondrial 232 
genome may have an Ne value greater than ¼ of that for nuclear genes. 233 
To compare population subdivision for nuclear and mitochondrial genes, we estimated 234 
KST values using DnaSP (Librado & Rozas, 2009). KST is a measure similar to FST, but based on 235 
frequency differences at individual nucleotide sites (Hudson, Boos, & Kaplan, 1992). The 236 
significance of the KST values was tested using the K*ST and Snn statistics, as recommended 237 
(Hudson et al., 1992). KST estimates for individual genes are given in Supplementary Table 4. 238 
However, since the mitochondrial genes include few variants and, as documented below, 239 
probably recombine very rarely (Levsen et al., 2016), the KST values discussed below were 240 
computed using concatenated sequences of all the genes.  241 
To test for a prolonged arms race scenario involving multiple functional substitutions, 242 
we did McDonald-Kreitman tests (McDonald & Kreitman, 1991). The arms race hypothesis 243 
predicts an excess of nonsynonymous over synonymous substitutions since divergence from 244 
P. nivalis, compared with the relative numbers of each type of variant among 245 
polymorphisms within P. lanceolata. We did not test whether more substitutions have 246 
occurred in the branch leading to the gynodioecious species, P. lanceolata, compared with 247 
the branch leading to the hermaphrodite, P. nivalis. This requires an outgroup to both these 248 
species, which is unfortunately not available. P. patagonica is unsuitable, because its 249 
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mitochondrial sequence divergence from P. lanceolata is no higher than that from P. nivalis, 250 
and nor is M. guttatus, whose synonymous site divergence from P. lanceolata is too large for 251 
this analysis (Supplementary Table S3). 252 
 253 
Results  254 
Estimated mitochondrial mutation rate relative to the rate for nuclear genes, and choice of 255 
the outgroup species for HKA tests and for inferring ancestral states of variants in 256 
mitochondrial sequences 257 
Sequences were obtained from P. lanceolata for a set of 12 nuclear and 13 258 
mitochondrial genes (Supplementary Table S3). Divergence estimates from as many of these 259 
genes as possible from three other Plantago species, P. nivalis, P. lagopus, P. patagonica, 260 
were used to choose the outgroup species for further analyses. Based on the mitochondrial 261 
synonymous site divergence (Ks) estimates (Supplementary Table S3), P. nivalis, with a mean 262 
value for mitochondrial genes of 0.097, appeared the most suitable as our outgroup; P. 263 
lagopus is too little diverged, and P. patagonica has a very similar Ks value to that for P. 264 
nivalis, but fewer gene sequences were available.  265 
Plant mitochondrial genes generally have mutation rates about 10 times lower than 266 
nuclear genes (Gaut, 1998; Wolfe et al., 1987). Given the suggestion that Plantago species 267 
may have high rates for mitochondrial genes (see Introduction), we estimated the relative 268 
mutation rates using the P. nivalis data, and indeed found an unusually high mitochondrial 269 
rate, with a mitochondrial/nuclear ratio of silent site divergence of 0.73 (Supplementary 270 
Figure S3). 271 
 272 
Mitochondrial haplotypes within P. lanceolata 273 
To examine mitochondrial sequence diversity, we concatenated sequences of all 9 274 
mitochondrial genes with sequence variants present in non-heteroplasmic P. lanceolata 275 
individuals (Supplementary Figure S1). This revealed two major haplotypes (Figure 2), which 276 
differ by fixed differences at seven sites in almost complete linkage disequilibrium (Figure 3). 277 
As previously inferred based on variants in two genes, atp6 and rps12 (following Levsen et 278 
al., 2016), one haplotype, which we call haplotype 1, was found in all 21 populations studied 279 
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(Figure S1), while the other (haplotype 2) was found only in the populations from north east 280 
England and Scotland (Figure 1), which we refer to as NES populations (following Levsen et 281 
al., 2016). Based on 120 sequences (all sequences that included all 7 sites with fixed 282 
differences between the two haplotype classes, plus 6 sequences with information from 6 of 283 
these sites), the NES individuals included nearly equal numbers of both types (29 with 284 
haplotype 1, and 27 with haplotype 2), and both types were found in almost all these 285 
populations (Figure 1). If we include individuals with sites without genotype information 286 
(which should be reliable, given the strong linkage disequilibrium), all seven NES populations 287 
appear to include both types. In contrast, based on information from 70 individuals from 11 288 
populations from the non-NES geographic region, haplotype 1 is fixed in these populations, 289 
and haplotype 2 is absent. 290 
Figures 2 and 3 here 291 
 292 
The strong linkage disequilibrium between all pairs of genes that included variants 293 
(Figure 3B) suggests that recombination is rare. Nevertheless, 14 of the 126 plants with 294 
genotypes for at least 6 of the SNPs that are diagnostic of the major haplotype have 295 
potentially recombinant haplotypes (Figure S1), consistent with our previous evidence for 296 
recombination (Levsen et al., 2016). Inter-haplotype recombination suggests that haplotypes 297 
1 and 2 may have coexisted within the three NES populations where they were found; one 298 
apparently recombinant individual was found in each of two populations (from Italy and 299 
Sweden), and, in the sample from Iceland, 9 of the 12 individuals are potential recombinants 300 
at position 1600 (Figure S1). Alternatively, however, given the high mitochondrial mutation 301 
rate, these apparent recombinant individuals could represent mutations to variants normally 302 
seen only in haplotype 2. 303 
Diversity is low for the mitochondrial sequences (Table 1), but variants are present, 304 
particularly within the geographically widespread mitochondrial haplotype 1 (Figure 2), and 305 
17 sites have non-singleton variants, several of them shared between geographically widely 306 
separated source populations, suggesting that this haplotype did not arise very recently. 307 
Haplotype 2 has lower diversity (with no non-singleton variants among 25 plants sequenced 308 
for all the genes, and no other variants among the 12 further individuals with incomplete 309 
information, see Supplementary Figure S1). This haplotype, therefore probably has a more 310 
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recent common ancestor than haplotype 1, suggesting that it has spread recently through 311 
the populations in Northern England and Scotland.  312 
Despite the presence of the two diverged haplotypes, overall nucleotide diversity was 313 
25 times lower in the mitochondrial than the nuclear genes, with silent site values of 314 
0.00045 and 0.0114, respectively, excluding one nuclear gene, cl51, with extraordinarily high 315 
diversity (7.9%, see Table 1) and a significantly positive Tajima’s D value that may indicate 316 
balancing selection (presence of paralogues is unlikely, as homozygotes were common, as 317 
well as heterozygotes). Lower mitochondrial diversity is predicted, given that the effective 318 
population size should be lower than that for nuclear genes, potentially accounting for 319 
diversity as much as fourfold lower than for nuclear sequences, though probably somewhat 320 
less (see above). The mutation rate difference we estimate (see above) can account for a 321 
further effect of at most twofold. The mitochondrial diversity is therefore certainly not 322 
higher than expected, and does not suggest long-term balancing selection.  323 
Table 1 about here 324 
 325 
This conclusion is supported by MLHKA tests comparing the diversity of 326 
mitochondrial genes with expected values based on data from nuclear genes, taking account 327 
of the effective population size difference, and using divergence from the P. nivalis 328 
sequences to correct for possible mutation rate differences between nuclear and 329 
mitochondrial sequences. The results were significant for a concatenation of all 12 330 
mitochondrial (including three without variants shown in Supplementary Table S3); 331 
assuming that the mitochondrial genome’s Ne value is 0.25 that for nuclear genes, the P 332 
value is 0.0091, and it is 0.0004 assuming a Ne, mitochondrial /Ne, nuclear ratio of 0.5). Significant 333 
HKA test results were obtained for several individual mitochondrial genes (not shown), but 334 
none of them suggests balancing selection. The genes with the highest diversity (atp6 and 335 
rps12) did not yield significant results, and the significant genes have lower diversity than 336 
the others. The results therefore exclude the possibility that certain loci experience 337 
balancing selection, with recombination allowing other loci to have lower diversity. Instead 338 
they suggest that the entire mitochondrial genome has low diversity, and may have 339 
undergone selective sweep events recently enough that diversity has been reduced and has 340 
not yet recovered to its equilibrium level expected from its mutation rate. 341 
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Tajima’s D values can be used to test for a recent selective sweep, which predicts 342 
negative values, and Table 1 shows such a tendency in the mitochondrial genes. However, 343 
negative D values could also arise from a recent expansion of the P. lanceolata population as 344 
a whole. If this is the cause of the overall negative D values in mitochondrial genes, it should 345 
then be found for nuclear sequences, and this was indeed seen (Table 1), though no locus in 346 
either genome had a significantly negative value; as mentioned above, the nuclear cl51 gene 347 
has a significantly positive D value, which would obscure any signal of population expansion. 348 
Excluding this gene, the values are somewhat more negative for the mitochondrial genome 349 
(for silent sites, the median is -1.05 for the mitochondrial genes, versus -0.128 for nuclear 350 
ones), but not significantly so (P = 0.13 by a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test). This 351 
test therefore does not add any direct support for a selective sweep within the species.  352 
 353 
Population subdivision for nuclear and mitochondrial genes, the age of the haplotypes, and 354 
the possibility of introgression 355 
The HKA tests just described used sequences pooled across all the P. lanceolata 356 
populations sampled. As explained above, P. lanceolata exhibits regional differences in 357 
mitochondrial haplotypes, and strong subdivision is confirmed when these frequency 358 
differences are quantified using the KST statistic (see Methods and Table 1). Mitochondrial 359 
sequences’ smaller Ne values than nuclear genes, and gene flow between populations mainly 360 
through seed dispersal, rather than through both seeds and pollen flow (Hu & Ennos, 1999; 361 
Ingvarsson, 2004), create higher KST values. Higher subdivision implies that mitochondrial 362 
sequences’ coalescence times are higher than for nuclear genes, so an HKA test could falsely 363 
infer that diversity within the species as a whole is unexpectedly high, suggesting balancing 364 
selection (Ingvarsson, 2004). We did not apply Ingvarsson’s suggested correction, because 365 
our conclusion is conservative that events reducing diversity, such as selective sweeps, and 366 
not balancing selection, have affected mitochondrial diversity.  367 
Subdivision might, however, explain the presence of the two distinct haplotypes, as 368 
introgression into the NES populations might have occurred from an unsampled population 369 
that carries haplotype 2, for example, a separate race of P. lanceolata that has been isolated 370 
for long enough to acquire multiple substitutions in mitochondrial genes. The per nucleotide 371 
divergence between the P. lanceolata major haplotypes 1 and 2, based on substitutions at 372 
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all site types, is small (0.0036, based on 63 haplotype 1 and 14 haplotype 2 sequences), but 373 
it does indeed exceed the within-haplotype nucleotide diversity (0.00136); using the 374 
sequences from individuals with no sites with missing sequence information, the inter-375 
haplotype divergence is more than twice the diversity within haplotype (0.00103 and 376 
0.00046, respectively). However, this diversity estimate is based on populations sampled 377 
from both the NES and non-NES regions, and therefore includes geographic differences 378 
among haplotype 1 sequences (see above). The divergence/diversity ratio is much higher if 379 
diversity is estimated from the NES samples alone. 380 
The hypothesis of introgression predicts divergence in nuclear as well as mitochondrial 381 
sequences in the NES samples. However, comparison of nuclear sequence diversity between 382 
the NES and non-NES populations (Figure 4) does not support introgression. Higher values of 383 
three diversity measures were seen in the NES populations for only one nuclear gene, agt1, 384 
which shows no other signals of introgression, such as a high Tajima’s D value (Table 1). 385 
Hybridisation of P. lanceolata with other species seems very unlikely, as none of the four 386 
other Plantago species in north-western Europe, coronopus, maritima, major and media, 387 
hybridizes with P. lanceolata. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the presence 388 
of two haplotypes is might represent a history involving a population in the NES region that, 389 
during the last glacial period, contained P. lanceolata closely related to alpine individuals 390 
from other European regions.  391 
Figure 4 about here 392 
 393 
We cannot conclusively exclude the possibility that haplotype 2 is maintained in other 394 
P lanceolata populations, but comparisons of diversity in the NES populations with that in 395 
other populations could potentially provide definitive evidence if enough nuclear as well as 396 
mitochondrial sequences were studied. It is, however, highly unlikely that haplotype 2 has 397 
been maintained at a low frequency in P. lanceolata for a long time, and recently spread to 398 
high frequencies in the NES populations (for example, because a non-sterility cytoplasm was 399 
favoured). Haplotype 2 sequences uniformly show much higher divergence from non-NES 400 
haplotype 1 sequences than is seen in inter-regional haplotype 1 comparisons. Inter-401 
haplotype divergence therefore considerably pre-dates the inter-regional divergence, 402 
indicating a considerable time during which the polymorphism has been maintained.  403 
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 404 
Association between mitochondrial haplotypes and male sterility  405 
The low mitochondrial diversity is not due to absence of male-sterility in the 406 
populations sampled (Supplementary Figure S2), nor to over-representation of populations 407 
without male-sterility (Supplementary Figure S1), and is consistent across our populations 408 
from which mitochondrial sequences were obtained from multiple plants (Supplementary 409 
Table 3). Variants of the atp6 and rps12 genes were previously shown to be associated with 410 
male sterility in the NES populations (Levsen et al., 2016). Our new results, including variants 411 
in several more mitochondrial genes, support this association, and show that, in the NES 412 
populations, where both haplotypes co-occur, haplotype 1 plants are much more likely to be 413 
female than haplotype 2 individuals (Table 2).  414 
 415 
Table 2 about here 416 
 417 
Molecular evolution of the P. lanceolata mitochondrial genome 418 
In order to test further whether haplotype 2 arose more recently than haplotype 1, 419 
as suggested by the diversity results described above, we used the related species P. nivalis 420 
as an outgroup. The estimated divergence values between the P. nivalis sequence and the P. 421 
lanceolata haplotypes (including substitutions at all site types) differ strikingly: divergence 422 
per site is 0.015% for haplotype 2, versus only 0.004% for haplotype 1 suggesting that 423 
haplotype 1 may be an ancestral haplotype, whose sequence closely resembles that in P. 424 
nivalis, while haplotype 2 has multiple variants derived since the species split (Figure 3A).  425 
We next tested whether the derived haplotype shows evidence of having evolved 426 
through a prolonged arms race involving multiple substitutions at functional sites, using 427 
McDonald-Kreitman tests (McDonald & Kreitman, 1991). The putatively derived haplotype 2 428 
in P. lanceolata NES populations has 7 fixed differences from the inferred ancestral 429 
haplotype 1 sequence. Although non-synonymous polymorphisms maintained by balancing 430 
selection would be expected only in the genes responsible for CMS (which are not known in 431 
P. lanceolata), the lack of the footprint of long-term balancing selection suggests that 432 
mitochondrial genes undergo regular replacements by new alleles. Indeed, substitutions are 433 
found in several mitochondrial genes, and 6 of the 7 are nonsynonymous substitutions. 434 
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These could be due to a low efficacy of purifying selection, or to adaptive changes in the 435 
mitochondrial genome. Despite the large divergence of the P. nivalis sequences, the MK test 436 
using the P. nivalis outgroup is marginally significant when only data from NES populations 437 
are included (Table 3), and is significant in the species as a whole when low frequency 438 
variants (< 5%) are excluded, to avoid including deleterious mutations. This suggests that the 439 
significant result could reflect adaptive non-synonymous changes in multiple mitochondrial 440 
genes. Derived amino acid replacements may therefore be more abundant than expected in 441 
the haplotype associated with male-fertility in the NES populations, haplotype 2.  442 
 443 
Table 3 about here 444 
 445 
Discussion 446 
Associations between P. lanceolata mitochondrial haplotypes and male-sterility  447 
The male-sterility factors in naturally occurring gynodioecious populations have rarely 448 
been identified, despite several classical genetic studies demonstrating that cytoplasmic 449 
factors are involved (see, for example Andersson-Ceplitis & Bengtsson, 2002; Belhassen et 450 
al., 1991; Charlesworth & Laporte, 1998; Van Damme, 1983; Darracq et al., 2011; Dudle et 451 
al., 2001). With the ability to obtain sequences from individual plants, it has become possible 452 
to sequence multiple mitochondrial genes, enabling several informative analyses.  453 
A first valuable result from our study is that high linkage disequilibrium demonstrates 454 
that recombination must be rare, justifying the assumption that sequencing mitochondrial 455 
genes, even without knowing which are involved in causing CMS, can reveal haplotypes that 456 
are associated with CMS mutations in natural populations, and allow reliable studies of such 457 
mutations’ frequencies, as pioneered in Beta vulgaris (Dufay et al., 2009). Our results 458 
confirm that mitochondrial haplotype 1 is associated with male sterility, and haplotype 2 459 
with hermaphroditism in the NES populations, where both haplotypes were found (Levsen et 460 
al., 2016). 461 
In P. lanceolata the evidence for associations between the cytoplasmic factors causing 462 
male-sterility and mitochondrial sequences has until now been weak. Based on five 463 
populations studied in the Netherlands, the frequencies of plants with the MS1 male-sterility 464 
phenotype was strongly correlate with frequencies of  the “CMSI” band pattern produced by 465 
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restriction enzyme digestion; however, a sixth population with a lower MS1 frequency (Bm) 466 
had a higher CMSI, and the overall association was not strong (De Haan, Mateman, Van Dijk, 467 
& Van Damme, 1997). Moreover, three populations, Rei, Ven and Leek, with high 468 
frequencies of the MS2 sterility phenotype showed no correlation with the frequencies of  469 
the band patterns associated with MS2 sterility in genetic studies. Both this and our study, 470 
therefore, show associations between sex phenotypes and mitochondrial types in only some 471 
P. lanceolata populations.  472 
It is puzzling, however, that the non-NES populations show no mitochondrial sequence 473 
variants. The presence of restorer alleles can produce populations in which some CMS 474 
factors cannot be detected genetically, using crosses (Charlesworth, 1981; Frank, 1989), but 475 
the absence of mitochondrial variants is surprising. In our samples of both NES and non-NES 476 
populations, most females had the MS1 phenotype of van Damme (1983), with a few MS1-477 
MS3 intermediates; only a single MS2 plant was observed (from an NES population 478 
Supplementary Figure 1). We did not attempt to correlate the frequencies of male-steriles 479 
and mitochondrial haplotypes, because we phenotyped few individuals per population (since 480 
our aim was to do HKA tests). However, although the non-NES populations (where our 481 
results suggest that gynodioecy could be under largely nuclear control) might be predicted 482 
to have generally low female frequencies, they do not differ as expected from the NES 483 
populations, where it is clearly cytonuclear (Levsen et al., 2016). The frequencies in our 22 484 
plants sampled from two Netherlands populations (18 of which yielded sequence data, see 485 
Supplementary Figure S1) are higher than those previously reported, up to 20% (Figure 5 in 486 
De Haan, Luyten, et al., 1997), and a high frequency is seen in the Sussex sample (Figure S2).  487 
These observations suggest the involvement of cytoplasmic factors previously demonstrated 488 
genetically in non-NES populations (De Haan, Luyten, et al., 1997), and are consistent with 489 
gynodioecy in these populations not being under wholly nuclear control. 490 
P. lanceolata probably represents a metapopulation, which can produce joint 491 
cytonuclear polymorphism, with one maternal genotype undetectable in some demes, or 492 
else pure cytoplasmic polymorphism (Couvet et al., 1998), or purely nuclear nuclear control 493 
of femaleness (Dufay & Pannell, 2010). However, unless there is no cytoplasmic 494 
polymorphism, and male-sterility is controlled by variants at a nuclear restorer locus, 495 
sequencing should detect at least one polymorphism. The possibility that functional CMS 496 
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variants in the non-coding sequences (most of the mitochondrial genome) were missed by 497 
our sequencing almost exclusively coding regions of mitochondrial genes seems to be ruled 498 
out by the observed strong genome-wide linkage disequilibrium (Figure 3). Possibly, 499 
however, gene conversion events might have occurred, affecting LD only very locally 500 
(Andolfatto & Nordborg, 1998), and generating an apparently invariant mitochondrial 501 
sequence across the sequenced regions, despite the presence of a sterility/non-sterility 502 
polymorphism at a site elsewhere in the mitochondrial genome. If so, detecting associations 503 
between mitochondrial genotypes and sex phenotypes will be difficult, even with sequence 504 
data. Alternatively, P. lanceolata populations may behave like the model in which 505 
cytoplasmic polymorphism was never maintained in the long term within sub-populations, 506 
which show purely nuclear control of femaleness (Dufay & Pannell, 2010). 507 
 508 
Low mitochondrial nucleotide diversity but presence of two diverged haplotypes 509 
The main goal of our study was to test whether the mitochondrial male-sterility types 510 
in P lanceolata have been maintained for long evolutionary times under balancing selection, 511 
as has been suggested in gynodioecious Silene populations (see Introduction). Our HKA tests, 512 
how conclusively that mitochondrial nucleotide diversity is lower than expected, given a 513 
mutation rate only slightly lower than that of the nuclear genes, excluding very long-term 514 
maintenance of mitochondrial male-sterility types in P lanceolata. Instead, the test suggests 515 
a selective sweep associated with recent spread of the extant mitochondrial genotype, which 516 
is also consistent with the generally more negative Tajima’s D values for mitochondrial than 517 
nuclear genes, since positive values are expected if haplotypes are maintained for long 518 
evolutionary times at intermediate frequencies. On the other hand, the multiple inter-519 
haplotype sequence differences indicate that the two major haplotypes do not have a recent 520 
common ancestor, suggesting maintenance of both for a considerable time, as expected 521 
under balancing selection. The lack of positive Tajima’s D values might then be due to a 522 
recent population expansion.  523 
These apparently contradictory findings can, however, be reconciled if advantageous 524 
mitochondrial mutations have spread without becoming fixed, as occurs in several of the 525 
models of cytonuclear male-sterility systems outlined above, which can produce large 526 
frequency fluctuations during the approach to stable equilibrium frequencies, or even 527 
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permanent cyclical behaviour (Charlesworth, 1981; Couvet et al., 1998; Delannay et al., 528 
1981; Gouyon et al., 1991). How this affects the molecular evolutionary signals of selection 529 
has not been studied, but certainly haplotypes may be lost from populations by genetic drift 530 
during periods of low frequency. Models of the similar dynamics in host-pathogen systems 531 
with gene-for-gene (GFG) resistance and susceptibility, another situation involving conflict, 532 
have demonstrated that cyclical frequency changes may make it difficult to distinguish 533 
between balancing selection and selective sweeps (Tellier et al., 2014). This view of CMS 534 
systems may help to explain the varied conclusions from studies in the genus Silene outlined 535 
in the Introduction section above.  536 
The alternative possibility of hybridisation of P. lanceolata with other species seems 537 
unlikely to explain the co-occurrence of haplotypes 1 and 2, as none of the four other 538 
Plantago species in north-western Europe, coronopus, maritima, major and media, 539 
hybridizes with P. lanceolata. Possibly the presence of two haplotypes in the NES region 540 
represents unsampled P. lanceolata populations with the H2 haplotype, perhaps living in 541 
alpine regions during the last glacial period (although no such anciently diverged populations 542 
of the species have yet been discovered). If they exist, the H1 haplotype could have come in 543 
by subsequent migration from populations like those from the non-NES region sampled here. 544 
However, our nuclear diversity data (Figure 4) do not support introgression from a diverged 545 
population, suggesting that the phenomenon is specific to the mitochondrial genome. 546 
Overall, therefore, our data suggest that events occurred in P. lanceolata that reduced 547 
mitochondrial diversity, but allowed different haplotypes to persist for long enough to 548 
accumulate differences, but with “soft sweeps” due to fluctuating haplotype frequencies 549 
accounting for low within-haplotype variation. A similar process has been proposed to 550 
explain data from fish major histocompatibility systems, where the evidence argues against 551 
long-term balancing selection, but also against selective sweeps causing fixation of alleles 552 
(Lighten et al., 2017). 553 
The theoretical models that produce cyclical frequency changes also generate 554 
fluctuations in nuclear restorer allele frequencies. However, studies of nuclear sequences in 555 
gynodioecious populations are unlikely to detect such changes, because recombination will 556 
occur, and they will therefore be detectable only at the restorer loci themselves, and sites 557 
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very closely linked to them. A sample of only a few nuclear genes, such as the sample 558 
studied here, is very unlikely to include such sites.  559 
One nuclear gene, cl51, does show unusual characteristics, but its diversity is unusually 560 
high (see Results). This gene displays strong haplotype structure, with one haplotype 561 
confined to the Feltre (Italy) population and the two populations from Elba (one of which 562 
also includes a different cl51 haplotype). The other three haplotypes are scattered across 563 
populations from different geographic regions, and show no regional subdivision, so there is 564 
no evidence suggesting any connection with the mitochondrial genotypes (Supplementary 565 
Figure S4). 566 
The multiple non-synonymous substitutions in haplotype 2 also require explanation. 567 
These might have been driven by successive selective sweeps involving fixations of 568 
advantageous non-synonymous changes, though the MK test results (Table 3) do not 569 
strongly suggest positive selection. An alternative is fixation by genetic drift during periods 570 
of very low Ne. It is also possible that sequence changes occur at high rates in genotypes 571 
carrying mutator factors (Parkinson et al., 2005); haplotypes that spread in populations may 572 
therefore tend to have unusually high mitochondrial mutation rates. High rates are indeed 573 
observed in P. lanceolata. This hypothesis might explain the striking association between 574 
taxa with accelerated mitochondrial mutation rates and the propensity to be gynodioecious 575 
(Silene, Plantago, Ajuga and Geraniaceae, see Introduction). Intriguingly, two previous 576 
studies of gynodioecious species, in Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima (Darracq et al., 2011) and 577 
Silene vulgaris (D. B. Sloan, Mueller, McCauley, Taylor, & Storchova, 2012), also found one 578 
mitochondrial haplotype that is highly diverged from an inferred ancestral one, suggesting 579 
that a factor common to different CMS systems is involved.  580 
Finally, we note that we inferred non-synonymous substitutions without excluding 581 
sites with RNA editing (usually C —> U), which occurs in plant mitochondrial transcripts 582 
(Stone & Storchova, 2015; Takenaka, Zehrmann, Verbitskiy, Haertel, & Brennicke, 2013). 583 
Editing mainly affects non-synonymous sites in protein-coding regions (Lu, Szmidt, & Wang, 584 
1998), although the relationship between the editing frequency and the substitution rate 585 
can be partially obscured by the presence of processed paralogs, and/or gene conversion 586 
involving a cDNA copy  in lineages that have lost most of their edited sites (Cuenca, 587 
Petersen, Seberg, J Davis, & Stevenson, 2010; Stone & Storchova, 2015), as has occurred in 588 
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Silene (D. B. Sloan, MacQueen, Alverson, Palmer, & Taylor, 2010). Of the variants that 589 
differentiate haplotypes 1 and 2, several have the base C in haplotype 1 and T in haplotype 590 
2. Possibly therefore, at some of these sites, haplotype 1 sequences are edited, and 591 
substitutions changing haplotype 2 to the edited state (loss of editing) were favoured. If so, 592 
some of the substitutions are not truly non-synonymous changes. However, the conclusion 593 
remains that considerable evolutionary time would be required for their fixation. 594 
An alternative approach to detecting balancing selection is to test for trans-specific 595 
polymorphisms shared between different gynodioecious species. We did not test for trans-596 
specific polymorphisms in P. nivalis (an alpine which may be a self-fertilising hermaphrodite, 597 
in which variability may be low, though detailed data are not available). The finding of 598 
haplotype 1 in our limited P. nivalis sample therefore does not definitively demonstrate the 599 
absence of a version of haplotype 2 in this species too. However, haplotype 2 clearly arose 600 
much more recently than the P. lanceolata-P. nivalis split, excluding its very long-term 601 
maintenance. It would be interesting to examine polymorphisms in P. lagopus, which is 602 
more closely related to P. lanceolata, and is also gynodioecious (Sharma et al., 1992). 603 
 604 
Conclusions 605 
Clearly, even though we can reject a model of long-term maintenance of mitochondrial 606 
haplotypes in P. lanceolata, much remains to be understood about gynodioecious 607 
populations. Sequencing studies similar to the present one may illuminate the situation in 608 
other species.  However, although it is now possible to detect associations between 609 
mitochondrial sequences and sterility genotypes, it will be important to use such 610 
information along with genetic work. Only when nuclear restorer genotypes are also known 611 
will it be possible to classify mitochondrial haplotypes into different functional types. Some 612 
may be unable to cause male-sterility, while others can do so, conditional on their restorer 613 
genotypes. Such understanding should improve our ability to disentangle fluctuations in the 614 
frequencies of the largely non-recombining mitochondrial genomes from changes connected 615 
with the recent demographic history of the populations. However, as the example of P. 616 
lanceolate shows, if mitochondrial genotypes undergo pronounced frequency fluctuations, it 617 
may be difficult to distinguish whether these genomes are under long-term balancing 618 
selection or experience recurring arms races.  619 
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Another task for the future is more modelling work. Despite similarities between 620 
cytonuclear gynodioecy and GFG models of host-pathogen systems (Frank, 1993), there are 621 
several important differences that could affect the outcomes, so conclusions about 622 
gynodioecy will require new modelling using appropriate assumptions, and including neutral 623 
sites whose evolution can be followed in populations with CMS systems. Most importantly, 624 
monocyclic GFG systems always have an unstable equilibrium and generate arms races, but 625 
fixation of resistance is rare, and happens only when mutations to new functional alleles are 626 
rare, or in small populations and in the absence of infectivity and resistance costs. This 627 
differs from Frank’s findings that fixation of nuclear restorers of male-sterility occurs 628 
frequently in CMS systems, which have no property corresponding to infectivity. Based on 629 
the CMS models so far published, fluctuations in haplotype frequencies seem likely to occur, 630 
and should reduce diversity, because variation in the sizes and contributions of demes in a 631 
subdivided population usually decreases the effective size below that of an otherwise 632 
comparable panmictic population, and can greatly reduce diversity (Barton, 2000; Whitlock 633 
& Barton, 1997). One would therefore predict low diversity within each functionally different 634 
mitochondrial type, as we find in P. lanceolata.  635 
 636 
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Figure legends 834 
 835 
Figure 1. P. lanceolata populations studied. The locations are indicated by black dots for the 836 
NES populations, connected by arrows with pie charts showing the frequencies of the two 837 
major haplotypes described in the text (the key shows the colours denoting the two 838 
haplotypes), and by large pink dots for the non-NES populations, all of which have only 839 
haplotype 1. The sample sizes can be ascertained from Supplementary Figure S1).  840 
 841 
Figure 2. Mitochondrial haplotype network for 94 sequences with 9 genes having at least 842 
one sequence variant in P. lanceolate (Supplementary Figure S1). Note that this 843 
concatenated sequence is 3,024 bp long, with 13 non-singleton segregating sites (shorter 844 
than the concatenation mentioned above, in order to include as many individuals as 845 
possible).   846 
 847 
Figure 3. Haplotypes in the P. lanceolata mitochondrial genome, A. Summary of the variants 848 
defining haplotypes 1 and 2 (full details are shown in Supplementary Figure S1). B. Linkage 849 
disequilibrium based on pairwise D’ for 13 SNPs found across 11 mitochondrial genes.  850 
 851 
Figure 4. Testing for evidence of introgression using nuclear genes. The figure shows the 852 
results of comparing two sequence diversity measures (A) and haplotype diversity (B) with 853 
values in NES and non-NES populations. As far as possible, the comparison used populations 854 
from which both nuclear and mitochondrial sequences were available (Supplementary Table 855 
4).  856 
 857 
 858 
  859 
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Supplementary figure legends and table titles 860 
 861 
Figure S1. Variants in mitochondrial gene sequences from individuals from natural P. 862 
lanceolata populations and outgroup species, including P. nivalis. The figure also indicates 863 
the sexes of the individuals when these were ascertained. The different genes are indicated 864 
at the top, and the sites within them that showed variants in our samples, and whether the 865 
variants are synonymous or non-synonymous; singleton variants are also indicated.  866 
Figure S2. Numbers of the different sex types in the populations studied where at least four 867 
plants, and estimated frequencies of male-steriles, including individuals with some male-868 
sterile flowers, classified as intermediates (data from Figure S1). 869 
Figure S3. A. Estimated mitochondrial gene sequence divergence between different potential 870 
outgroup species of Plantago, and nuclear gene divergence from the chosen outgroup, P. 871 
nivalis. Divergence was estimated per nucleotide site for the numbers of genes indicated for 872 
each species. Most sites were synonymous sites within coding sequences, but non-coding 873 
regions were present in one gene (cox3) and were included (see Supplementary Table S3), 874 
and therefore the y axis is labelled “silent site divergence”.  875 
 876 
Figure S4. Neighbour-joining tree for the nuclear Cl51 gene, estimated in MEGA using 877 
synonymous sites, and for all site types (only one non-synonymous variant was present in the 878 
sequenced region of this gene). The tree is rooted with P. nivalis as the outgroup, and 879 
Pamilo-Bianchi- Li correction for multiple substitutions was applied for synonymous sites (Li, 880 
1993; Pamilo & Bianchi, 1993). 881 
 882 
Table S1. Summary of studies in the genus Silene to test for long-term balancing selection 883 
versus epidemic dynamics. 884 
 885 
Table S2. List of P. lanceolata populations sampled for the study. 886 
 887 
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Table S3. Genes sequenced, with the primers used and lengths sequences, and some 888 
divergence results. A: Mitochondrial genes, B: Nuclear genes. NOTE that this table has not 889 
yet been finalised. 890 
 891 
Table S4. P. lanceolata samples used in the subdivision analyses and for the KST calculations 892 
shown in Table 1. 893 
 30 
Table 1. Sequence diversity within P. lanceolata, and KST values for mitochondrial and nuclear genes in the same set of populations 
which yielded sequences for both (see Table S3), with P values for permutation tests of K*ST values (see Methods; unlike the 
mitochondrial genes, all nuclear genes sequenced included variants within P. lanceolata). Genes with subdivision significantly 
different from zero by this test (with P < 0.05) are shown in bold (non-significance is shown as “ns”). The results for nuclear genes 
are for silent sites (synonymous or non-coding), while those for mitochondrial genes are almost entirely for synonymous sites, 
because only cox1 included non-coding sites; the row labelled “All genes” shows results for all mitochondrial genes, concatenated, 
including four mitochondrial genes with no silent site variants in P. lanceolata that are not included individually in the table (Table 
S2 gives the primers used). 
 
  
                                                 
† Analysis using only a group of 41 long sequences from P. lanceolata 
‡ Not analysed (few variants) 
















































with at least 2 
alleles sequenced 
 θ All sites 
Silent 
sites 
KST P value KST P value 
8 mitochondrial genes with variants in P. lanceolata        
atp6 660 42 156 0.015 0.003 -0.53 -1.11 0.654 0.001 0.451 ns 
atp8 129 113 113 0.0049 0.006 -0.24 -0.77 0.049 0.009 0.622 ns 
cox3 † 594 42 149.8 0.00033 0.0016 -1.12 -1.12 NA ‡ — NA — 
cob 701 141 167.2 0.0004 0.0022 -0.15 -1.16 0.381 0.002 0.558 0.004 
ccmfn 843 134 199.7 0.0002 0.0009 0.21 -0.82 0.448 0.012 0.448 ns 
matr 790 119 195.4 0.00017 0.0019 -0.81 -1.53 0.372 0.007 0.481 0.029 
mttb 533 157 126.9 0.0001 0.0014 -0.37 -0.98 0.627 0.006 0.627 0.044 
rps12 60 147 14 0.031 0.012 1.49 1.49 0.086 ns 0.779 0.008 





Table 1, continued 
 








































s Synonymous site 
diversity 





with at least 2 alleles 
sequenced 
  θ All sites Silent sites KST P value KST P value 
Nuclear genes           
acyb2 328 46 110 0.027 0.023 0.87 0.51 0.026 ns 0.086 0.033 
aldh 476 32 353 0.006 0.008 -0.85 -0.77 < 0 — 0.142 ns 
agt1 676 24 258 0.017 0.017 -0.155 -0.155 < 0 — 0.115 ns 
ailp1 627 42 56 0.0026 0.002 0.13 0.62 < 0 — 0.087 0.035 
cl51 558 46 126.7 0.079 0.041 2.51 (P < 0.05) 2.72 (P < 0.01) < 0 — 0.194 0.005 
ccr 895 44 147.1 0.005 0.008 -1.13 -1.09 < 0 — 0.138 0.009 
fri 785 46 181.8 0.0011 0.0025 -0.18 -1.0 0.011 ns 0.206 0 
psaf 605 30 171.8 0.029 0.025 -0.21 -0.10 0.101 0.001 0.250 0.007 
psal 474 40 355 0.0056 0.0073 -0.16 0.29 0.044 0.019 0.167 0 
rcc1  918 46 136.5 0.0058 0.0088 -1.28 -1.22 0.024 ns 0.127 0.034 
tbl13 398 28 37.9 0.015 0.013 0.21 0.15 0.013 ns 0.429 0 
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Table 2. Summary of the sex phenotypes of plants with different mitochondrial haplotypes. The results are based on 81 
individuals where information was available for their sex type as well as the mitochondrial haplotypes (defined by SNPs). 
No haplotype 2 plants were found in the non-NES populations.   
 





Numbers of each sex 
phenotype P value, Fisher’s 
exact test H (%) Male-sterile 
Population set     
NES 
Haplotype 1 (72%) 14 (41%) 20 
0.0004 
Haplotype 2 (28%) 11 (85%) 2 
All populations pooled Haplotype 1 
35 33 
0.0022 








Polymorphisms in P. 
lanceolata 










All 16 sites in the sequences with 
most of the 92 individuals 
genotyped 
7 11  163 123 0.149  
Excluding variants at frequencies 
< 5% in P. lanceolata 
2 8  161 115 0.022 
NES sequences only 1 6  160 114 0.045 
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